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Vertically Integrated Manufacturing Procedures /
High Quality Control Starts from Material Selection 

With the use of only conflict-free materials and the same requirements on its associate factories, 
Chinmore strictly complies with international quality management systems from material selection to 
inspection before shipment. Moreover, in order to achieve continuous quality improvement and optimize 
capacity efficiency, it has also introduced more than one automatic lathes with better precision from 
Japan as well as the most advanced processing machines, such as automatic/semi-automatic CNC lathes, 
automatic lathes, and plastic injection machines, to ensure the high precision level of every product 
shipped out from Chinmore.

To adapt to customers’ demands from distinguished industry sectors, Chinmore also has a team of 
professional and well-experienced engineers to assist them in examining the feasibility of their product 
design and give advice prior to production that best suits customers’ expectations. Through strict and 
flexible manufacturing procedures and service, Chinmore has not only tapped into major advanced application markets in Europe, USA, 
and Japan with its products, but also has had the ability to create higher added value for its customers’ products.    

“The demands of customers we serve around the world usually differ a lot, however, with our continuously upgrading capacity, R&D 
of dies, and industry-leading advanced manufacturing equipment in place, customers can absolutely rest assured to place orders to the most 
professional service team of Chinmore,” says President Tien-Din Wang.  

Supply in Separate Batches to Reduce Inventory Cost for Customers / 
Being Certified to 4 Different Certifications
As a majority of customers of Chinmore are from the telecom industry, in which products are being replaced with new ones really fast, 
and its customers are always in urgent need of integrated product supply and require quick adaptability, Chinmore’s ability to supply 
in separate batches to reduce customers’ inventory and process orders for various products in small quantities exactly matches with 
customers’ demands.  Holding fast to the mission statement of “achieving the best quality in the world,”Chinmore never ceases its progress 
in new product release and has been certified to CE, RoHS, ISO 9001:2015, and ISO 14001:2015. With capabilities for design, production, 
and export, Chinmore will still be cautious and conscientious in 2021 to provide global customers with the most reliable, durable and 
highest-quality products.

Chinmore Industry Co., Ltd., specialized in automatic 
lathe manufacturing and design & processing of 
various precision electronics parts/plug parts/hardware 

parts/dies, has been offering excellent product quality and 
customized & highly efficient service to every customer for 
more than 2 decades. It has been also playing an indispensable 
supplier to the advanced application markets in Europe, USA, 
and Japan. The capacity to quickly accept domestic/overseas 
OEM and ODM orders, the team with a wide knowledge of 
professional engineering, state-of-the-art manufacturing and 
inspection equipment, fully quality management systems 
compliant SOP, and complete after sales service are all what 
made Chinmore successfully consolidate a firm presence 
on the global stage since its inception in 1997 as well as key 
factors for it to be chosen by customers (particularly in the 
telecom. market) to be the primary and reliable supplier.    

領先同業的品質DNA 精密電子五金零件產製 
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